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You will need no other materials.

Time allowed
l 50 minutes

Instructions
l Use black ink or black ball-point pen.
l Fill in the boxes at the top of this page.
l Answer all questions.
l You must answer the questions in the spaces provided.  Do not write your 

answer outside the box around each page or on blank pages.
l Answer the questions in English.
l Do all rough work in this answer book.  Cross through any work you do 

not want to be marked.

Information
l The marks for questions are shown in brackets.
l The maximum mark for this paper is 45.
l You must not use a dictionary.
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Answer all questions in English in the spaces provided.

    Directions

 1   Ameena has been invited to attend an exhibition and she has the following 
instructions.

 

A

Example

    Choose a picture to complete the gap.  Write the correct letter in each box above.
[5 marks]

    
A

 
B

 
C

 
D

       

    
E

 
F

 
G

 
H

       ____
5
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    School trip

 2   Your brother has gone on a trip to Pakistan and he has sent you an email about his 
visit.

* X10Email message
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    Read the following statements about the school trip.

    If you think the statement is true, write (T) in the box.

    If you think it is false, write (F) in the box.

    If you think the information is not in the text, write (?) in the box.

Example: The flight was delayed. ?

 2 (a) It took several hours to get from the airport to the hotel. [1 mark]

 2 (b) The next day they went to see the Faisal Mosque. [1 mark]

 2 (c) The parking ticket was very expensive at the Rawal Dam. [1 mark]

 2 (d) He did not take any pictures of the beautiful scene. [1 mark]

Turn over for the next question

____
4
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    Daily life

 3   Awais has written a blog about a typical day in his life.

 3 (a)  Why does Awais go to school so early?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 3 (b)  Why does he think that eating outside school at lunchtime is not good?  Give two 
details.

[2 marks]

    1  ...................................................................................................................................

    2  ...................................................................................................................................
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 3 (c)  Apart from keeping fit, what else does he think is good about sports?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 3 (d)  Why is the news his favourite TV programe?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

Turn over for the next question

____
5

Turn over U
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    Home and local area

 4   You read an interview in a magazine.

    Find the suitable answer for each question.

Questions

Example:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Answers

A

B

C

D

E

F

G
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    Write the correct letter in each box.

Example: B

 4 (a) [1 mark]

 4 (b) [1 mark]

 4 (c) [1 mark]

 4 (d) [1 mark]

Turn over for the next question

____
4
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    Job advertisements

 5   You see these advertisements for jobs in your local newspaper.

    

    

    

(10)
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    Which four statements below are true?

A Previous experience is not necessary.

B The butcher’s has just opened.

C The clothes shop needs an accountant.

D They are all daytime jobs.

E The greengrocer’s needs a shop assistant for eight hours a day.

F For the cinema job, you have two days off a week.

G The cinema needs a security guard.

H The greengrocer’s has a fixed wage scheme.

    Write the correct letters in the boxes.

 5 [4 marks]

____
4
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    Healthy and unhealthy lifestyles

 6   You read these views on health in an Urdu magazine.

A

B

C

D

E

(12)
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F

G

    Who has the following views?

    Write the correct letter in each box.

 6 (a) Smoking is not good for your health. [1 mark]

 6 (b) Milk is good for your health. [1 mark]

 6 (c) Vegetables play an important part in your health. [1 mark]

 6 (d) My friends make me unhealthy. [1 mark]

 6 (e) Exercise makes me fit. [1 mark]

____
5
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    Mobile phone technology

 7   Some friends have posted their opinions on a web page regarding the use of mobile 
phones in schools.

Ahmed

Sabah

Hammad
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Iqra

 7 (a)  Which student thinks that phones can lead to bullying in school?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 7 (b)  How does Hammad use his mobile phone in school?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 7 (c)  Which student thinks that teachers are not against mobile phones and why?

[2 marks]

     ......................................................................................................................................

     ......................................................................................................................................

 7 (d)  Why does Iqra think the mobile phone is important in school?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

  

____
5
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    A job in education

 8   You read this article from Shaheen in an Urdu magazine. 

 8 (a)  Why does Shaheen think that she would be suitable for this job?  Give two reasons.

[2 marks]

    1  ...................................................................................................................................

     ......................................................................................................................................

    2  ...................................................................................................................................

     ......................................................................................................................................
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 8 (b)  What is her main worry at the moment?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 8 (c)  Why does she feel insecure about her future?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

Turn over for the next question

____
4

(17)
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    Shopping blog

 9   Ali shares his online shopping experience with his friends.
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 9 (a)  Why is most shopping done on the internet?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 9 (b)  Why does shopping on the internet sometimes become dangerous?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 9 (c)  Why did Ali choose to shop online?  Give two details.
[2 marks]

    1  ...................................................................................................................................

    2  ...................................................................................................................................

 9 (d)  Why did he want to buy sports equipment?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 9 (e)  Mention one thing that happened when he submitted his order form?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 9 (f)  How did it make him feel?
[1 mark]

     ......................................................................................................................................

 9 (g)  What lesson did he learn for the future?  Give two details.
[2 marks]

    1  ...................................................................................................................................

    2  ...................................................................................................................................

END  OF  QUESTIONS
____

9
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